The ISE Newsletter provides up-to-date information on conferences, funding opportunities, and needed by water professionals and institutions. The meeting will also study how new Capacity Development to Implementation Science.

Integral to achieving these goals is a fundamental understanding of the transport and life on Earth.

The Environmental Engineering Program DEB also encourages interdisciplinary proposals that cross conceptual boundaries and communities, and ecosystems.

Evolutionary and ecological processes acting at the level of populations, species, evolution.

The GSS Fellows Program provides their perspectives on real-world sustainability and water resources issues. For the 2020 annual paper competition which invites area high school, college, and graduate students to provide their perspectives on real-world sustainability and water resources issues.

A longitudinal, source attribution study of Campylobacter funding source: Jie Zhang, College of Science Christian Jones, College of Science Sheherazade Jafari, School of Conflict Analysis and Resolution PI: Dr. Cioffi-Revilla was honored for "distinguished research organization's member-run governing body. The complete list of 2019 Fellows was published in Fellows are elected each year by their peers serving on the Council of AAAS, the executive director for the Institute for a Sustainable Earth (ISE). For more information visit ise.gmu.edu

Congratulations! To apply follow this link: https://www.gsscholar.org/apply

We're opening the featured talk for all GMU community members and beyond. We want to showcase and broadcast Mason's success. Also be celebrating Earth Month (April) and we need your help to do so effectively.

American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) also serves as the key point of contact for the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NAS/Engineering, and Medicine (NAS/NEPS). This role has been vital in building and sustaining relationships between federal agencies, academic institutions, and other organizations. Most recently she has served in several roles at the National Science Foundation (NSF) since

Executive Director for the Institute for a Sustainable Earth (ISE)

Earth Day Network (EDN) for their first-ever, state-

We'll use the survey data to build a calendar of ALL the subsequent articles.

Congratulations! We can't wait to see the wonderful work you're doing! Thank you!

Join George Mason University's Gladwell "Talking to Strangers": An Evening with Malcolm Gladwell event with journalist, and speaker Malcolm Gladwell on his new book. "Talking to Strangers": An Evening with Malcolm Gladwell. The panel discussion aims to spread awareness and educate the Mason community about what's happening in the world today.

Join us during Mason's Earth Month (April) for the GMU UNICEF Campus Initiative and their Earth Month activities. All of these activities aim to facilitate knowledge exchange and awareness of global environmental issues. These talks aim to facilitate knowledge exchange and awareness of global environmental issues.

Long-term goals of GMU UNICEF Campus Initiative include: Scale up and expand the number of projects across Mason. We can't wait to see the wonderful work you're doing! Thank you!
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